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Review of: "Giant Rider-Waite Tarot Deck: Complete 78-Card Deck Cards ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ March

5, 2012," by Pamela Colman Smith (Author), Arthur Edward Waite (Author).This is a fantastic deck.

The manufacturer specifications include: " Cards: 78 pages. Publisher: U.S. Games Systems Inc.

(October 1, 1995).Language: English. ISBN-10: 0880794747. ISBN-13: 978-0880794749. Product

Dimensions: 1.2 x 4.2 x 7.2 inches. Shipping Weight: 13.6 ounces."This giant size Rider-Waite Tarot

Deck box, as stated, is 1.2 x 4.2 x 7.2 inches. The individual cards are each a generous 6 3/4" in

height x 4" in width. The card stock is high quality with a light gloss. The art of Pamela Colman

Smith (Pixie) is enlarged without losing any detail. Although the origins of the Tarot is open for

debate, the symbolism of each card is unquestioningly tethered to the Jewish system of mysticism

and magick known as Kaballah. Pixie, through under the tutelage of Dr. Arthur Edward Waite,

masterfully incorporated numerous aspects of symbolism into each card.Some people prefer the

original size deck of Tarot. I, however, have come to appreciate the large robust size of these

beauties! This deck has become my go-to working deck and now I use nothing else. I choose the

Rider-Waite deck for the accurate ties to esotericism and I choose the Giant Rider-Waite deck for

it's size, durability, robustness, and greater detail of art. It is a classic!This deck comes with the full

78 card system and a 48 page historical instructional booklet. Well done at five stars!~



The Rider Waite deck has always since it was originally printed in 1910 been the favorite deck of

both psychics and students of the tarot. The Giant Deck is great for meditation and study. The

symbolism on the cards pop out, even the more subtle ones. Anyone who has an interest in tarot

cards needs to have this deck

I have the regular size Rider deck and I love the artwork. I bought these to frame individually as

room decor. They are much bigger and will fit this purpose nicely. I don't feel like the quality is any

less, as some have said. I agree with other reviews that say for doing readings these would be too

big and cumbersome for most hands. Happy with my purchase.

I LOVE this giant Rider deck. I also have the smaller, more common size deck, but when I found

they made an over sized one, I had to have it. I love how big the cards are. Most seasoned readers

may not like them, but sometimes it's fun to use a giant deck just because you can. I am very happy

with this giant deck !!!

I collect tarot decks and do readings. This is perfect. No problems with managing large size. Would

not do a regular reading with it, but is great for a one card reading or meditation card. Also is perfect

for client to select to contemplate before reading. Large size is quite impressive and price is perfect.

Excellent purchase to my collection and quite useful.

I certainly hope somewhere in the ethers that Miss Colman-Smith knows she left an amazing legacy

behind in her art. She has not been forgotten. Even though she did not receive proper notoriety in

her lifetime. She did not seek fame!Thank you Miss. Pamela Colman-Smith for this lovely deck.

This is a wonderful deck to use if you are interested in teaching Tarot. It is also good for meditation

purposes, and is good to use in readings as well. The large size can be a little a little hard to handle

for mixing the cards, but is well worth the effort. You can see all of the details in this large version of

the RWS deck, that are hard to notice in the regular size deck. It is a deck that is really worth

having. I highly recommend it.

Is bigger always better? I'm honestly not sure as these cards are comically big, but they're good

quality and it is definitely giant, even after cutting off the white borders on the cards, I was not

disappointed. I could see this being useful for doing readings for other people and/or for people with



vision impairments. Pic is the giant R-W, a bic lighter, and a standard sized deck for size references
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